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On rivers and lakes with low flow velocities, which are usually associated with 
low turbulence characteristics, the surface temperature will not be mixed 
through the whole depth of the water; this creates a vertical temperature 
gradient (i.e., warm at depth, cool at the surface). When there is stratification 
and the surface temperature reaches supercooling surface ice begins to form at 
the water surface. The physical processes leading to the formation of surface ice 
are not fully understood, yet its presence on water surface affects the operation 
of many different kinds of hydraulic structures. Herein, a counter rotating flume 
located in the Hydraulics Research & Testing Facility at The University of 
Manitoba was used to extensively study the formation of skim ice for variable 
flow parameters: water depth, flow velocity, bed roughness, and air 
temperature. Two thermometers, one on the surface layer and the other on the 
average depth, are used to study the temperature gradient and the degree of 
supercooling on the water surface and on the depth. Two cameras, one located 
on the top and the other on the side, are used to capture the ice particles on the 
water surface and in the depth, respectively. The bed roughness is varied by 
changing the bed plates coated with sand and gravel. A Kentlea probe was used 
to measure the average velocity for different bed roughness’s and depths. 
Depending on the flow condition four different types of ice formations were 
observed in all the experiments: a skim ice that completely covers the water 
surface, a skim ice run, a skim ice and frazil slush run, and complete frazil ice 
formation. A conclusion is made regarding the limiting criterion and the 
parameters leading to the formation of each of the above conditions. 



1. Introduction 
In cold regions, as the air temperature begins to drop during winter periods, surface water on 
rivers and lakes may cool below the freezing point, which initiates the formation of ice on the 
water surface. Depending on hydrological and metrological conditions the type of ice formed in 
a river or lake can be frazil ice, anchor ice, border ice, or surface ice (i.e., skim ice or freeze up). 
Considerable theoretical and experimental research has been carried out in an attempt to better 
understand the mechanism of formation, growth and transportation of frazil ice, anchor ice and 
border ice. (Osterkemp, 1978; Daly, 1984; Svensson, et al., 1989; Beltaoes, 1983; Lal and Shen, 
1991; Andres, 1995; Shen, 2003; Ye and Doering, 2003). Despite these previous works, very 
limited research has been done on the formation of skim ice and surface freeze ups. As a result, 
there is a very little supporting theory and this topic is not well developed (Shen, 2003; 
Matousek, 1984). Therefore, a detailed and comprehensive theoretical and experimental analysis 
will be essential to cover susceptible scenarios that may affect the formation and transport of 
surface ice. 
 
A semi-theoretical model that predicts the condition for the formation of skim ice and/or frazil 
ice in a natural environment was developed by Matousek (1984, 1990, 1992). He tested his 
theory using field data collected from the Ohre and Labe rivers and laboratory data from the ice 
engineering laboratory of the CRREL. Andreasson et al. (1998) also studied the effect of flow 
generated surface turbulence on types of ice runs at and near the surface by assuming the initial 
stage (formation and growth) of floating surface ice is mainly determined by turbulent processes, 
rather than thermal conditions and wind effects. However, due to the complex interdependent 
interaction of hydrological and metrological conditions, it is essential to validate the theoretical 
models by a physical data. 
 
Due to the variability of hydrological and metrological conditions, it is difficult to gather field 
data to study the formation of surface ice. The only documented field studies carried out to study 
the formation of surface ice are those reported by Matousek (1984, 1990, 1992). Therefore, it is 
necessary to carry out experimental studies to determine the effect of different types of hydraulic 
and hydrologic parameters in the laboratory. Hammar et al. (2002) used a re-circulating 
racetrack flume to study the development of different types of freeze up ice runs. For the sake of 
enhancing suitable and accurate data collection, therefore, the counter-rotating flume inside a 
cold room was designed by the Hydraulic Research and Testing Facility (HRTF) at the 
University of Manitoba. This ice laboratory is comprised of a cold room, a counter-rotating 
flume equipped with cameras, peripheral measuring instruments, and digital image processor.  
 

2. Experimental Set Up 
The counter rotating flume set up described by Tsang, 1992; Doering and Morris 2003; (Figure 
9) is used with modifications on the camera and thermometer settings, and temperature data 
collection software. It is located inside a cold room and has been designed to simulate open 
channel flow in terms of Lagrangian theory. It consists of a circular channel supported in 
underneath by a turntable. The bottom of the channel is separated from the channel walls and is 
supported by an independent overhead structure to be able to rotate independently and in 
opposite direction. The bottom of the channel bed is covered by a bed plates coated with sand 



and gravel to simulate the natural roughness of a river (a picture of some of the plates is shown 
in Figure 10). Two Hurt Scientific – Black Stack thermistors (one on the near surface layer and 
the other on the average depth) used to measure the temperature. They have an uncertainty less 
than 0.001 0C and resolution of 0.0001 0C. The data from these thermistors is directly transferred 
to a computer in a digital form. The temperature on the bottom of the channel and on the side 
walls are recorded using a National Instruments data acquisition system and set to a constant 
value of 1.60 0C. The room temperature can be varied and lowered up to -30 0C with a variation 
with in +/- 0.1 0C. The relative humidity is detected by Campbell Scientific temperature and 
humidity sensor. Two cameras are used to capture the images of the ice particles. The first 
camera is located inside the side wall to rotate with the side wall and takes horizontal pictures to 
see the availability, size and shape of ice particle in the near surface layer of the water, while the 
second camera is located on the separate box on the top of the channel to capture particles on the 
water surface. Ice images will be back lit with one 400 W and one 250 W metal halide bulb 
producing 40,000 and 20,000 lumens, respectively. The light coming from the bulbs is first 
filtered by a polarizing sheet, passes through the inner wall, the water, then the outer wall, where 
it is filtered again by a second polarizer located on each of the camera lenses. The Hitachi 
cameras allow a shatter speed up to 1/10,000 s and each of them having a resolution of 1200 
x1024 pixels. These cameras will be used to gather images of ice particles in an experiment and 
the recorded images are automatically saved to the computer mounted in a side wall. The 
velocity profile, i.e., the magnitude and direction at a given depth, in a counter rotating flume is 
dependent on the relative magnitude of the bed and the side wall velocity. By setting different 
wall and bed speed the average velocity relative to the bed is measure at a depth 0.6h by using a 
Kentlea probe. A briefly description of the experimental procedure, velocity measuring 
techniques, and temperature and image acquisition equipment is given below. 
 

3. Testing Procedure  
The following experimental procedure is followed in all the experiments. The experimental 
variables are flow depth (varied as 10 cm, 15 cm, and 20 cm), bottom roughness (varied as 1.7 
mm, 3.4 mm, and 10 mm), velocity (varied as 0.2 m/s, 0.4 m/s and 0.6 m/s) and air temperature 
(varied as -10 0C and -15 0C). An specified bed roughness is set on the bed and a certain amount 
of water equal to the measuring depth is filled in the flume. For this given depth the two cameras 
are adjusted for clear focus. By varying the side wall and bed speed, a testing velocity is 
measured at a depth 0.6h by using a Kant lee probe and the bed and side walls are allowed to 
rotate for that testing velocity. The temperature of the cold room is then set to a testing 
temperature and the two thermistors are set on the water surface and average depth to read the 
water temperature at the surface and average depth respectively, by using LogWare II software.  
When the surface water temperature reaches 0.1 oC a continuous image acquisition starts and the 
images acquisition ends when the residual water temperature approximately reaches to -0.002 oC. 
A total of thirty one experiments were conducted by varying the above testing variables and the 
data analyzed in the section below.  
 

4. Observations 
It is observed that the types of surface ice formations are mainly dependent on the degree of 
turbulence. Depending on the degree of turbulence, which is expressed by the combined effect of 



bed roughness, flow depth and average velocity and entirely affects the degree of mixing, four 
types of ice formation are observed:  
 

1) Skim ice that covers the water surface (freeze up): In small to moderate turbulence 
intensity skim ice particles form at the water surface and grow in number rapidly. The 
particles formed at the surface may travel with the flow until they cover the water 
surface; or instantaneous bridging forms on two or three places and then grow farther to 
cover the surface. In this case no ice particles are observed in the water and all particles 
are formed at the surface and remain at the surface (see Figure 3 and Figure 4). 

 
2) Skim ice run: When the turbulence intensity increases skim ice particles formed on the 
water surface form a mesh of dendrites and travel with the flow in the near surface layer. 
It is observed that the length of the mesh could be as long as 0. 6m to 1.3 m (see Figure 5 
and Figure 6).  

 
3) Skim ice run and frazil ice run: With the further increase of the turbulent intensity the 
quantity of skim ice formed on the water surface can not hinder the supercooling of the 
depth water to the extent enough for the formation of frazil ice. In this case skim ice 
particles (at the surface and near surface layer) and frazil particles (in the entire flow) 
travel together with the flow. Their relative quantity is dependent on the degree of 
turbulence, where the higher turbulence leads to high frazil concentration (see Figure 7). 

 
4) Complete frazil ice formation: Finally with the increase of turbulence intensity a 
complete mixing phenomena, where there is no stratification, is observed. In this case 
complete frazil ice with no surface ice is formed (see Figure 8). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



Table 1 Experimental variables and observations 

 
Temperature (oC) Roughness (mm) Depth (cm) Velocity (m/s) Observation

-15 3.4 20 0.2 skim ice cover
0.3 skim ice run
0.4 skim ice + frazil

15 0.2 skim ice + frazil
0.3 skim ice + frazil
0.4 frazil

11.5 0.2 skim ice cover
0.3 skim ice + frazil
0.4 frazil

1.7 11.6 0.2 skim ice run
0.3 skim ice + frazil
0.4 skim ice + frazil

15.7 0.2 skim ice cover
0.3 skim ice run
0.4 skim ice + frazil

20 0.2 skim ice cover
0.3 skim ice cover
0.4 skim ice run
0.6 frazil

10 20 0.2 skim ice run
0.3 skim ice + frazil
0.4 frazil

15 0.2 skim ice run
0.3 skim ice + frazil

0.13 skim ice cover
0.4 frazil

10 0.2 skim ice + frazil
0.3 frazil

0.155 skim ice cover
-10 10 10 0.2 skim ice + frazil

15 0.2 skim ice run  
 

5. Data Analysis  
 
For practical purposes the data collected in the laboratory should be expressed in a suitable 
dimensionless numbers such as the Froude number, rF , the shear stress Reynolds number *R and 
the Reynolds number eR . The shear stress velocity in a flow can be written as (Carter et al., 
1963) 
 



* 8
fu U=  [1] 

 
where f is a friction factor and U is the depth average flow velocity. For turbulent flow f can be 
estimated using the Colebrook-White equation (Colebrook, 1939) 
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where ks is representative roughness height and for a plain bed is given by the equation 

90dks α=  where (for sand and gravels) 5090 2dd ≅  and α  is a coefficient ( 1=α  for stones 
md 1.050 ≥  and 3=α  for sand and gravel material. An explicit approximate equation for f can 

also be written as (Idelchik, 1986) 
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where Re is the Reynolds number given by 4 /UR ν  and R is the hydraulic radius. The bed 
roughness can be characterized by a dimensionless number called shear stress Reynolds number 
as  
 

ν
sku

R *
* =  [4] 

 
where ν  is a kinematic viscosity of water at the temperature close to zero and equal to 1.787*10-

6 m2/s. When R* is less than 5, the flow is said to be hydrodynamically smooth (HSF), when R* 
is greater than 70 the flow is said to be hydrodynamically rough (HRF), when between 5 and 70 
the flow is transitional. The Froude number of a flow, Fr, can also be defined as 
 

gh
UFr =  [5] 

 
where h is the depth of flow.  The plot of the shear stress Reynolds number versus the Froude 
number for the experimental variables is given on Figure 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Formations of different types of ice runs as a function of Froude Number and 
Reynolds stress 
 
The above chart can be written in equation form as 
 

1) Frazil forms when    30007900* +−> FrR  
 

2) Skim ice + frazil forms when  3000790022007900 * +−<<+− FrRFr  
 

3) Skim ice run forms when    2200790017607900 * +−<<+− FrRFr  
 

4) Skim ice cover forms when  17607900* +−< FrR  
The same data set can be re-arranged to make a plot of the bed shear velocity and the Reynolds 
number (Figure 2) to investigate the effect of shear stress on the type of surface ice formations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Formations of different types of ice runs as a function of Bed shear stress velocity and 
Reynolds Number  
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The above chart can be written in equation form as 
 

1) Frazil forms when     6200010*3 *
6 −> uRe  

 
2) Skim ice run + frazil forms when   6200010*34600010*3 *

6
*

6 −<<− uRu e  
 

3) Skim ice run forms when    4600010*33500010*3 *
6

*
6 −<<− uRu e   

 
4) Skim ice cover forms when  3500010*3 *

6 −< uRe  
 

6. Conclusions 
From the above analysis it can be concluded that the experimental result can be reasonably used 
to study the types of surface ice formations by expressing the experimental variables by 
dimensionless numbers. Accordingly four different types of surface ice formations are observed; 
the degree of turbulence was found to be the main factor that affects the stratification level which 
affects the type of ice formation. It is also observed that that the types of ice formations are 
interdependent on roughness, flow depth and average velocity. The following table shows the 
limiting values of shear stress velocity and Froude numbers for the different types of ice 
formations: 
 

Table 2 The limiting shear stress velocity and Froude number 

 Minimum shear stress velocity Maximum Froude number 

Skim ice cover                 ≤ 0.23 

Skim ice run                    ≥ 0.013                ≤ 0.28 

Skim ice + Frazil                    ≥ 0.016                ≤ 0.38 

Complete frazil ≥ 0.022  

 
It is believed that all the necessary parameters that affect the type of ice formations are 
incorporated in the chart and it will be useful to investigate the type of ice formations in natural 
rivers.  Moreover, it can also be concluded that the type of ice formation is independent of the 
temperature (or surface heat flux). 
 



 
 

Figure 3. Skim ice that covers the surface (top camera) (d=3.4 mm, h=0.2 m, U=0.2 m/s and T=-

15oC) 

                            
 
Figure 4. Skim ice that covers the surface (side camera) (d=10 mm, h=0.1 m, U=0.155 m/s and 

T=-15oC) 

 



 
 
Figure 5. Skim ice run (top camera) (d=10mm, h=0.15 m, U=0.2 m/s and T=-15oC) 

 

    
 
Figure 6. Skim ice run (side camera) (d=10 mm, h=0.15 m, U=0.2 m/s and T=-15oC) 

 



                                             
 
Figure 7. Skim ice and frazil run (side camera) (d=3.4 mm, h=0.15 m, U=0.3 m/s and T=-15oC) 

 

                                          
 
Figure 8. Complete frazil formation (side camera) (d=10 mm, h=0.15 m, U=0.4 m/s and T=-

15oC) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. The counter rotating flume. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Small (d50 = 3.5 mm) and large (d50 = 10 mm) diameter gravel used for the bed 
plates. 
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